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Supplemental Material:   

Documentation of Data Analysis Steps and Model Development 

 

Following provides details of data analysis steps, SAS code and model 
development discussed in main body of text. 
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Water Level and Hydroperiod Data 
The summary water level and hydroperiod data are in text Table 2.   

Observed hydrologic station data   

The observed water level data can be found in Supplemental Table 1.  Raw Everglades National Park 
(ENP) data were downloaded from South Florida Water Management District - 
https://www.sfwmd.gov/science-data/dbhydro. Raw observed data are in stage feet relative to 
NGVD29. 

Steps:   
1) Trim data to appropriate time-frame (P33 (1/1/1965 to 12/31/2000; NP206 1/1/1975 to 

12/31/2000; EVER4 1/1/1994 to 12/31/2000) 
2) These data are in NGVD29 FT so subtract elevation (P33 = 4.87 ft; NP206 = 5.99 ft; EVER4 = 1.81 

feet) 
3) Then delete any values of 0 or less. (Value of ≤ 0 means there is no above-ground water for 

those days.) 
4) Calculate counts (number of days water above ground), mean, median.  Compare count and 

mean from Excel files and SAS output to verify. 
5) In Excel, calculate average hydroperiod (Supplemental Table 3) by taking only the above ground 

water days, sorting by date, counting the number of days in each calendar year water is above 
ground.  Average for span of time to get average hydroperiod.   

 
 

https://www.sfwmd.gov/science-data/dbhydro
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Observed SAS Runs  

P33 Observed SAS Code:  Converts data to cm, subtracts elevation, restricts dates, and removes any ≤ 0 
water level values.   
 

 
 
Output from above:  Count and mean data cross-checked to excel file for agreement. 
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NP206 Observed SAS Code:  Converts data to cm, subtracts elevation, restricts dates, and removes any ≤ 
0 water level values.   
 

 
 
Output from above:  Count and mean data cross-checked to excel file for agreement. 
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EVER4 Observed SAS Code: Converts data to cm, subtracts elevation, restricts dates, and removes any ≤ 
0 water level values.   
  

 
 
Output from above:  Count and mean data cross-checked to excel file for agreement. 
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NSM 4.6.2 data  
The NSM 4.6.2 water level data can be found in Supplemental Table 1.  
 
Steps:  

1) Trim data to appropriate time-frame (P33 (1/1/1965 to 12/31/2000; NP206 1/1/1975 to 
12/31/2000; EVER4 1/1/1994 to 12/31/2000) 

2) Raw NSM data are water depth in feet so data are converted to cm  
3) Delete any values ≤ 0 (retains above-ground water levels only)  
6) Summary stats are calculated on above-ground water levels.  Compare count and mean from 

Excel files and SAS output to verify. 
4) In Excel, calculate average hydroperiod (Supplemental Table 3) by taking only the above ground 

water days, sorting by date, counting the number of days in each calendar year water is above 
ground.  Average for span of time to get average hydroperiod.   
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NSM 4.6.2 SAS Runs 
 
P33 NSM SAS Code:  Converts raw NSM to cm, restricts dates, and removes any ≤ 0 water level values.   
 

 
 
 
Output from above:  Count and mean data cross-checked to excel file for agreement. 
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NP206 NSM SAS Code:  Restricts dates, removes any ≤ 0 water level values, and converts raw NSM to 
cm.   
 

 
 
Output from above:  Count and mean data cross-checked to excel file for agreement. 
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EVER4 NSM SAS Code:  Restricts dates, removes any ≤ 0 water level values, and converts raw NSM to 
cm.   
 

  
 
Output from above:  Count and mean data cross-checked to excel file for agreement. 
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NSM 4.6.2 bias-adjusted data  
The NSM 4.6.2 bias-adjusted water level data can be found in Supplemental Table 1.  
 
Bias adjustments are values were calculated previously1. Model bias is the difference between the 
model output and the measured value of the parameter being estimated (water level in this case).  For 
these runs, bias was removed by making a temporally-constant adjustment to the NSM data as follows: 
 

Station Adjustment in ft Adjustment in cm 
P33 + 0.01 + 0.30 
NP206 - 0.13 - 3.96 
EVER4 - 0.03 - 0.91 

 
Steps:  

1) Trim data to appropriate time-frame (P33 (1/1/1965 to 12/31/2000; NP206 1/1/1975 to 
12/31/2000; EVER4 1/1/1994 to 12/31/2000) 

2) Bias adjustment (in feet) is applied to raw NSM 
3) Bias-adjusted raw NSM data are converted to cm 
4) Delete any values ≤ 0 (retains above-ground water levels only)  
5) Summary stats are calculated on above-ground water levels.  Compare count and mean 

from Excel files and SAS output to verify. 
6) In Excel, calculate average hydroperiod (Supplemental Table 3) by taking only the above 

ground water days, sorting by date, counting the number of days in each calendar year 
water is above ground.  Average for span of time to get average hydroperiod.   

  

                                                           
1 Bias in NSM predecessor South Florida Water Management Model (SFWMM), discussed in MacVicar et al., 1984 
and South Florida Water Management District report in 2005.  Bias adjustment calculated by Marshall 
(unpublished reports in 2014, 2015, 2016).   
 
MacVicar, T., Van Lent, T., and Castro A. (1984). South Florida Water Management Model Documentation Report. 
South Florida Water Management District Technical Publication 84-3.  
https://palmm.digital.flvc.org/islandora/object/fiu%3A9791#page/FI05082907_018/mode/2up  
 
South Florida Water Management District. (2005). Documentation for the South Florida Water Management 
model Version 5.5.  https://www.sfwmd.gov/sites/default/files/documents/sfwmm_final_121605.pdf 

https://palmm.digital.flvc.org/islandora/object/fiu%3A9791#page/FI05082907_018/mode/2up
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NSM bias-Adjusted SAS Runs 
 
P33 NSM Bias-Adjusted SAS Code:  Code applies bias-adjustment of +0.01 ft (+0.30 cm) to raw NSM, 
converts to cm, removes any ≤ 0 water level values, and restricts dates.   
 

 
 
Output from above:  Count and mean data cross-checked to excel file for agreement. 
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NP206 NSM Bias-Adjusted SAS Code:  Code applies bias-adjustment of -0.13 ft (-3.96 cm) to raw NSM, 
converts to cm, removes any ≤ 0 water level values, and restricts dates.   
 
 

 
 
Output from above:  Count and mean data cross-checked to excel file for agreement. 
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EVER4 NSM Bias-Adjusted SAS Code:  Code applies bias-adjustment of -0.03 ft (-0.91 cm) to raw NSM, 
restricts dates, converts to cm, and removes any ≤ 0 water level values.   
 

 
 
Output from above:  Count and mean data cross-checked to excel file for agreement. 
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Paleo-based NSM 4.6.2 data 
The NSM 4.6.2 bias-adjusted water level data can be found in Supplemental Table 1. 
 
Derivation of paleo-adjustments to NSM are described in detail in the text but are the paleoecologic-
based estimate of water level at the beginning of the 20th century minus the median bias-adjusted NSM.  
Paleo-adjustments are as follows: 
 

Station Paleo-estimated 
annual water depth 

(cm) 

Median bias-
adjusted NSM (cm) 

Paleo-adjustment 
(cm) 

P33 67 45.42 +21.58 
NP206 30 19.51 +10.49 
EVER4 40-67* 14.33 +25.67 

 
*Because EVER4 paleo-estimate is a range, decision was made to use the low end of the range 
(40 cm) for adjustment calculation as described in the text. 

 
Steps: 

1) Trim data to appropriate time-frame (P33 (1/1/1965 to 12/31/2000; NP206 1/1/1975 to 
12/31/2000; EVER4 1/1/1994 to 12/31/2000) 

2) Data from raw NSM are converted to cm  
3) Bias-adjustment in cm is applied (as described in section above) 
4) Paleo-adjustment in cm is applied  
5) Delete any values ≤ 0 (retains above-ground water levels only)  
6) Summary stats are calculated on above-ground water levels.  Compare count and mean from 

Excel files and SAS output to verify. 
7) In Excel, calculate average hydroperiod (Supplemental Table 3) by taking only the above ground 

water days, sorting by date, counting the number of days in each calendar year water is above 
ground.  Average for span of time to get average hydroperiod.   
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Paleo-based, bias-adjusted NSM SAS Runs 
 
SAS code for P33 Paleo-adjusted Water Level:  Code brings in raw NSM data, converts to cm, applies 
bias-adjustment in cm (+0.30), applies paleo-adjustment (+21.58 cm), restricts dates, and removes any ≤ 
0 water level values. 

 
 
Output from above:  Count and mean data cross-checked to excel file for agreement. 
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SAS code for NP206 Paleo-adjusted Water Level:  Code brings in raw NSM data, converts to cm, applies 
bias-adjustment in cm (-3.96), applies paleo-adjustment (+10.49 cm), restricts dates, and removes any ≤ 
0 water level values. 
 

 
 
Output from above:  Count and mean data cross-checked to excel file for agreement. 
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SAS code for EVER4 Paleo Water Level:  Code brings in raw NSM data, converts to cm, applies bias-
adjustment in cm (-0.91), applies paleo-adjustment (+25.67 cm), removes any ≤ 0 water level values, and 
restricts dates. 
 

 
 
Output from above:  Count and mean data cross-checked to excel file for agreement. 
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Development of Flow Models 
The flow models are developed for Shark River Slough (SRS; multiple stations combined) and Taylor 
Slough (TSB, station at Taylor Slough Bridge) using the linear regression procedure in SAS (step 5 on text 
Figure 3).   

Prior to selecting the final linear regression equations used in the analyses presented in the text, we 
experimented with the following: 

1) Selection of dependent variable.  As noted in the text, water level was the logical choice for the 
independent variable because stage (converted to water level in the models) is the output 
variable provided by the NSM (and other hydrologic models), and it is the variable estimated by 
the paleoecologic analyses.  Our goal was to predict the circa 1900 flows from the paleo-water 
levels. 

2) Choice of stations data to include.  As explained in the text, P33 station data explains most of 
the variance in SRS.  For the TSB models, NP206 contributed very little to the variance, so only 
EVER4 data were used for the TSB models. 

3) Inclusion of ≤ 0 water levels and flows.  In developing the models, we tested what happened 
when below ground water levels or zero flows were included.  For SRS, because of the location 
of P33 in the main flow path of SRS and the persistence of some flow even in dry years, we were 
able to leave in all observed values.  However, because Taylor Slough frequently has no flow and 
EVER4 has a large number of below ground values, we needed to set zero or less than zero 
values to missing to obtain improved model performance for TSB.   

4) Use of multipliers.  We experimented with squaring or cubing the water level term to reflect 
periods of peak flows.  For SRS cubing the water level term produced the highest r2 values, and 
plots of the model produced versus observed data showed that by cubing this term we were 
better matching the peak flows.  Adjustments did not improve the model for TSB, so no 
multipliers were used.   

5) Period of the observed record.  The two time periods we tested fully were a) the full period of 
record available at the start of this study for the flow monitoring stations, and b) a truncated 
period of record beginning in 1995.  Models that used the shorter time period (starting in 1995) 
gave higher r2 values.  Given the history of water management, this makes sense, because the 
1960s through 1980s flow was significantly reduced and therefore very unlike the natural 
system.  Beginning in 1990s, water management was trying to send more water into the 
southern part of the system.  Since we are trying to model the natural system, using data 
beginning in the 1990s data was logical.   

After experimenting with the above parameters, the final choice of models was based on two things: 1) 
selecting the model parameters that produced the best r2 value and 2) comparing model output to 
observed output to examine how closely the model tracks the observed.  This comparison of plots was 
particularly useful in determining whether the multipliers were useful in replicating peak flows.   

Text Table 3 summarizes the data that were used in the final step of model development and compares 
the results of the two time periods (“full” period of record, and starting in 1990), with all other 
parameters being the same within each model.   
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Comparison of models developed using different time periods 

Text Table 3 summarizes the data that were used in the final step of model development, reflecting 
decisions noted based on experimentation with items 1-4 above, and compares the results of the two 
time periods (“full” period of record, and starting in 1990), with all other parameters being the same 
within each model.   

SRS “Full” Period of Record  

SRS flow data used for these analyses represent a water balance based on the measured flows into 
Shark River Slough through six water control structures along Tamiami Trail: SRS = S12A + S12B + S12C + 
S12D + S333 - S334 (note, S334 is a subtraction, because its location on the eastern side of the park 
diverts water away from SRS).  Flow data are from South Florida Water Management District; 
https://www.sfwmd.gov/science-data/dbhydro.  P33 station water level data are used in SRS model 
development (discussed above, experimentation #2). 

SAS steps in model development: 

1) Adjust for P33 station elevation relative to NGVD29 (4.87 feet for P33) 
2) Convert observed water level data at P33 station to meters  
3) Cube water depth term (discussed above, experimentation #4) 
4) Convert observed flow data from cubic feet per second (cfs) to cubic meters per second (cms) 
5) For model, set flow as dependent variable, water level as independent 
6) Set relevant dates (for “full” period of record 10/10/1978 to 9/30/2015) 
7) No values are removed for SRS, i.e. includes all values <0, =0, >0 (discussed above, 

experimentation #3) 

https://www.sfwmd.gov/science-data/dbhydro
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SAS code for SRS model development using “full” (10/10/1978 to 9/30/2015) period of record:
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Output from above: 

 

TSB “Full” Period of Record 

TSB flow data are from a single station at Taylor Slough Bridge.  Flow data are from South Florida Water 
Management District; https://www.sfwmd.gov/science-data/dbhydro.  EVER4 station water level data 
are used in TSB model development (discussed above, experimentation #2). 

SAS steps do the following: 

1) Adjust for EVER4 station elevation relative to NGVD29 (1.81 feet for EVER4) 
2) Convert observed water level data at EVER4 station to meters  
3) Set any below ground water levels (<0) to missing (discussed above, experimentation #3) 
4) Convert observed flow data from cubic feet per second (cfs) to cubic meters per second (cms) 
5) Set any flow values <0 to missing (discussed above, experimentation #3) 
6) For model, set flow (cms) as dependent variable, water level as independent 
7) Set relevant dates (for “full” period of record 10/1/1960 to 12/31/2008) 

https://www.sfwmd.gov/science-data/dbhydro
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SAS code for TSB model development using “full” (10/1/1960 to 12/31/2008) period of record:
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Output from above:  

 

SRS Truncated Period of Record 

SRS flow data used for these analyses represent a water balance based on the measured flows into 
Shark River Slough through six water control structures along Tamiami Trail: SRS = S12A + S12B + S12C + 
S12D + S333 - S334 (note, S334 is a subtraction, because its location on the eastern side of the park 
diverts water away from SRS).  Flow data are from South Florida Water Management District; 
https://www.sfwmd.gov/science-data/dbhydro.  P33 station water level data are used in SRS model 
development (discussed above, experimentation #2). 

SAS steps in model development: 

1) Adjust for P33 station elevation relative to NGVD29 (4.87 feet for P33) 
2) Convert observed water level data at P33 station to meters  
3) Cube water depth term (discussed above, experimentation #4) 
4) Convert observed flow data from cubic feet per second (cfs) to cubic meters per second (cms) 
5) For model, set flow as dependent variable, water level as independent 
6) Set relevant dates (for truncated period of record 1/1/1995 to 9/30/2015) 
7) No values are removed (i.e. includes all values <0, =0, >0)  

https://www.sfwmd.gov/science-data/dbhydro
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SAS code for SRS model development using truncated (1/1/1995 to 9/30/2015) period of record: 
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Output from above: 

 

 

Selection of final SRS model for use in analyses: 

R 2  value for truncated period of record starting in 1995 was higher (0.78) than the “full” period of 
record (0.69), therefore, the model derived from the truncated period was used.  Additionally, as stated 
above, using data from the 1990s forward reflected water management decisions to more closely 
emulate the natural system.     

Model developed from the output above sets flow as the dependent and water level as the independent 
variables; SRS flow is predicted by water depth at the P33 station and water depth is cubed to simulate 
peak flows. 

SRS flow (m3 s−1) = (-1.64) + (225.4 * (P33 water depth(m)3)) 
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TSB Truncated Period 

TSB flow data are from a single station at Taylor Slough Bridge.  Flow data are from South Florida Water 
Management District; https://www.sfwmd.gov/science-data/dbhydro.  EVER4 station water level data 
are used in TSB model development (discussed above, experimentation #2). 

SAS steps in model development: 

1) Adjust for EVER4 station elevation relative to NGVD29 (1.81 feet for EVER4) 
2) Convert observed water level data at EVER4 station to meters  
3) Set any below ground water levels (<0) to missing (discussed above, experimentation #3) 
4) Convert observed flow data from cubic feet per second (cfs) to cubic meters per second (cms) 
5) Set any flow values <0 to missing (discussed above, experimentation #) 
6) For model, set flow (cms) as dependent variable, water level as independent 
7) Set relevant dates (for truncated period of record 1/1/1995 to 12/31/2008) 

 

 

  

https://www.sfwmd.gov/science-data/dbhydro
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SAS code for TSB model development using truncated (1/1/1995 to12/31/2008) period of record: 
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Output from above:  

 

Selection of final SRS model for use in analyses: 

R2 value is the same for both the “full” and the truncated TSB models (r2 = 0.63).  The truncated model 
was selected, however, for consistency in comparison with the SRS model, with previous modeling work 
on south Florida’s estuaries, and because, as stated above, water management adjustments in the 1990s 
suggest this time period more closely emulates the natural system.   

Model developed from the output above sets flow as the dependent and water level as the independent 
variables; TSB flow is predicted by water depth at the EVER4 station.  No multipliers were needed to 
simulate peak flows. 

TSB flow (m3 s−1) = (-2.26) + (38.96 * EVER4 water depth (m)) 
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Application of models to produce flow estimates circa 1900 
Paleo-adjusted NSM mean flow estimates are derived by taking the equations developed above and 
applying the paleo-adjustments to the NSM bias-adjusted water levels at P33 station for SRS and at 
EVER4 station for TSB.  By utilizing the paleo-adjusted water levels in the equations derived from 
modern flow we can estimate flow volumes around the beginning of the 20th century.   

For both SRS and TSB two time periods within the NSM were analyzed:  

1) The “full” period of overlap of the observed flow data (from South Florida Water Management 
District; https://www.sfwmd.gov/science-data/dbhydro) with the NSM 4.6.2 model (for SRS this 
is 10/10/1978 to 12/31/2000; for TSB this is 1/1/1965 to 12/31/2000). 

2) A truncated period of overlap of the observed flow data with the NSM 4.6.2 model (for both TSB 
and SRS this is 1/1/1990 to 12/31/2000) 

 

Paleo-adjusted NSM 4.6.2 flow SAS Runs for SRS 

Steps in calculating SRS flow estimates: 

1. Changes raw NSM water level data for P33 station to m 
2. Applies bias-adjustment (in m) of 0.30 cm to NSM water level for P33  
3. Applies the paleo-adjustment (in m) of 21.58 cm to the NSM bias adjusted water level data for 

P33 
4. Restricts the dates (for “full” period of overlap = 10/10/1978 to 12/31/2000; for truncated 

period of overlap 1/1/1990 to 12/31/2000) 
5. Cubes the bias-adjusted, paleo-adjusted NSM water level value for P33 
6. Inserts the resulting values into the linear regression equation (derivation described in section 

above): 
SRS paleo-adjusted flow (m3 s−1) = (-1.64) + (225.4 * (P33 paleo-adjusted water depth(m)3)) 

7. Calculates summary statistics for the paleo-adjusted flow and the observed flow (presented in 
Text Table 5) 

 

  

https://www.sfwmd.gov/science-data/dbhydro
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Paleo-adjusted SRS flow SAS code using “full” period of overlap (10/10/1978 to 12/31/2000):  
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Output from above: 
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Paleo-adjusted SRS flow SAS code using truncated period of overlap (1/1/1990 to 12/31/2000):  
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Output from above: 

 
 

Paleo-adjusted NSM 4.6.2 flow SAS Runs for TSB 

Steps in calculating TSB flow estimates: 

1. Changes raw NSM water level data for EVER4 station to m 
2. Applies bias-adjustment (in m) of -0.91 cm to NSM water level for EVER4 
3. Applies the paleo-adjustment (in m) of 25.67 cm to the NSM bias adjusted water level data for 

EVER4 
4. Inserts the resulting values into the linear regression equation (derivation described in section 

above): 

TSB paleo-adjusted flow (m3 s−1) = (-2.26) + (38.96 * EVER4 paleo-adjusted water depth (m)) 

5. Restricts the dates (for “full” period of overlap = 1/1/1965 to 12/31/2000; for truncated period 
of overlap 1/1/1990 to 12/31/2000) 

6. Calculates summary statistics for the paleo-adjusted flow and the observed flow (presented in 
Text Table 5) 
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Paleo-adjusted TSB flow SAS code using “full” period of overlap (1/1/1965 to 12/31/2000):  
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Output from above:
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Paleo-adjusted TSB flow SAS code using truncated period of overlap (1/1/1990 to 12/31/2000):  
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Output from above: 

 


